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3 Fictitious Names
6 Renaming the Schwar(t)zkopf Baby
8 A Magical Pair of 6x6 Chemical Squares
10 Compass Roses
12 On Location With Pair Isograms
21 Colloquy
23 The Fine Art of Misspelling
25 Transdeleted and Transadded Presidents
30 Some Sentential Palindromic Five-Squares
34 Vowel Sequences
40 Sounding the Pun: The Official Spoonerism Game
42 The World of Agamemnons
44 IOUEA: A Creative Coup
45 Coincidental Self-Synonymy
50 Azby-Shiftwords: Edify, Story
54 AEIOU in Order—Again!
56 Kickshaws
68 More Chemical Element Letter Banks
69 Unspeakably Absurd (A Is For, Well, Apple...)
73 Name Droppings
74 The Sorcery of Context
76 50 Best Canadian Place-Names
78 AEIOU(Y) Equations
79 Few Say So
80 Answers and Solutions
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